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Komprise Unique Value

Search across Storage:
• Find relevant data across multi-vendor storage, and locations
• Analyze any NFS, SMB storage

Define Your Criteria:
• Easy point-and-click editor to select your filters and criteria
• Save queries for future use

Easy Visualization & Reporting
• Get summary information and graphs
• Along with details by shares, owners, file sizes

Custom Tagging:
• Define custom tags e.g. for a specific project or use case
• Apply and manage tags both via user interface and API

API and UI Driven:
• Access via the intuitive interface
• And via an API

Zero Impact, Zero Management:
• Unlike legacy solutions, no monolithic databases or heavyweight 

indexing
• With the Cloud option, there is nothing to setup or manage

Finding just the right data across billions of files can be challenging. Komprise 
Deep Analytics enables you to search and find data that fits your specific criteria 
across storage. Use the search results as a dynamic data lake to both plan your 
data management and to enable new uses like Big Data Analytics.

Deep Analytics
Finding the right data faster, wherever it’s stored.

Key Features 
One View Across Storage

Creates a single searchable index of data 
across multi-vendor, multi-cloud storage.

Interactive Query Builder

Define and manage queries based on 
standard and extended metadata to 
narrow down what you need across silos.

Intuitive Dashboards & Reports

Summary graphs on key metrics such as 
shares, owners, groups, and directories 
along with exportable details.

Tagging & API

Define, apply and search by custom 
tags. Tags can be applied via the User 
Interface or via API. Find data based 
on a combination of custom tags and 
standard metadata.

Designed for Scale

Distributed lightweight indexing scales 
to exabytes unlike other approaches 
with no bottlenecks, central databases or 
invasive heavyweight collectors.

Flexible Deployment

Deploy and scale effortlessly with the 
Cloud option, with nothing to setup, 
manage or scale. Or, if you prefer to 
control the infrastructure, use the on-
premises option.1
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1Deep Analytics On-Premises is coming soon

Figure 1: Komprise Deep Analytics enables you to search across all of your unstructured data.

Deep Analytics running in the cloud is convenient, flexible, worry-free, and secure. It enables you to 
analyze data on-demand, at the click of a button, without any headaches.

An on-premises version will also be available by the end of 2019 for customers who want to manage the 
infrastructure fully.  

Komprise Deep Analytics provides a single searchable view of all your data no matter where the data 
lives, and its lightweight distributed architecture enables you to efficiently search across billions of files 
and exabytes of data.

Next Steps
To see Deep Analytics in your environment, contact sales@komprise.com.


